eSight EyeWear
Glasses That Let The Visually Impaired See
eSight is a technological breakthrough that
restores sight, and transforms lives.
Revolutionary technology that leaves you with
zero words. And unlimited possibility.
We have created a seemingly impossible
technology in order to help the visually
impaired see the world, and change it too.
eSight is a medical breakthrough that restores
functional sight, and allows the visually
impaired to see the faces of loved ones, read,
work, study, and participate in virtually any
Activity of Daily Living.

The doctor-recommended option, when you feel like
you’re out of options.
We know just how devastating vision loss is. It’s why
we’ve spent years working with with the world’s leading
eye-doctors to pioneer eSight’s vision-restoring
technology, and it’s why we are now the largest lab in the
world dedicated to resolving blindness through wearable
technology.
An investment that returns your independence.

“Purchasing eSight is the best decision I have
ever made. It saves me money, and it saved my
life”. Customers continue to share such inspiring
feedback with us, and it’s because eSight was
designed to eliminate many costs associated
with vision loss.
After getting eSight, our customers often:
° Use only eSight, instead of a combo of other
expensive assistive devices
° Return to work and earn a living
° Commute independently
° Safely engage in virtually all daily activities
See for yourself. Whenever, wherever.

It’s one thing for us to tell you how life-changing eSight is. But it’s another for you or
your loved one to put on eSight, and see, clearly. Our technology is available for you to try, in
the comfort of your own home, workplace, or by appointment in my London consulting room.
TIME Magazine names “eSight 3” as One of the Best Inventions of 2017!

Contact Us

We would love to get in touch and discuss
your options and give you a demo of our
technology.
Please call in the first instance, or feel free to
use the contact form, and someone will get
back to you as soon as possible.
Paul Yaxley
Tel: 07889 457442
Email: paul@highervisiontech.co.uk
Consulting Room Address:
10 Harley Street, London W1G 9PF
(by appointment only)
Consulting Room phone: 020 7467 8489

